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1 Concept of use of VDES & VDES satellite
1.1 Introduction – WP 5, A5.4
The STM BALT SAFE project planned in activity 5.4 to do trials related to information transfer to remote
sea areas. The intention was to try out the transfer of ice charts data in the Baltics. However due to the
Covid 19 situation with severe restrictions on travel and physical movement, the planned activities in
the Baltic region were shifted when the possibilities to do data transfer trials using over NORSAT-2 VDES
in the high north occurred.
This report is therefore a result of the VDES trials conducted in conjunction with KV Svalbard (Norwegian
Coast Guard) departing the port of Trondheim and its transit towards the North Pole.

1.2 Introduction - VDES
AIS is well recognized as a system for vessel traffic monitoring and maritime safety. The growing demand
for maritime data services has led to the development of a new VHF Data Exchange System (VDES), which
will provide two-way communication at higher data rates than possible with current AIS systems.
The maritime VHF Data Exchange System (VDES) has been developed by the Coastal Administration
international organization (IALA) for maritime applications using the VHF frequencies. The ITU standard
2092-1 defines the system.
VDES equipment will support ship to ship, ship to shore direct and ship to shore via satellite using existing
whip antennas and relative low-cost equipment. VDES will support the distribution of maritime data,
including meteorological and hydrographic data and traffic information.
Expanding VDES to a satellite platform will facilitate a global data exchange between ships and shore via
satellite.

1.3 World Radiocommunication Conference – WRC 19
In WRC-15 VDES frequencies for the terrestrial element of VDES were approved, whilst the satellite
frequencies were not approved, mainly because of protests from Russia and China. Hence ITU 2092-0 only
contained the terrestrial frequencies.
When issuing a new ITU specification it cannot be changed during the first two years. To avoid issuing a
new version prior to WRC-19 that could not be changed just after WRC-19 the plan was to issue ITU 20921 just after WRC-19 with the approved frequencies. In the period in-between 2015-2019 IALA maintained
the specification under the name IALA GL 1139. The frequencies were approved in WRC-19 and the IALA
working group has in the wake of WRC-19 been in a process with ITU to convert GL 1139 into ITU R-M.
2092-1.

1.4 VDE-SAT Service
NORSAT-2 is a small LEO satellite and the first satellite to be incorporate with a VDES payload, in addition
to an advanced AIS receiver, both of which are in-orbit reconfigurable software-defined radios developed
by Kongsberg Seatex.
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NORSAT-2 is a maritime-monitoring microsatellite built for the Norwegian Space Centre (NSC) by the
Space Flight Laboratory (SFL) at the University of Toronto Institute for Aerospace Studies (UTIAS) in
Toronto, Canada. NORSAT-2 is a mission intended to carry out advanced ship tracking and VHF data
exchange.
LOW EARH ORBIT
A typical VDES LEO orbit is defined in the ITU VDES
standard where satellites orbit the earth 600 km
above the surface in 98 minutes.
The geometry is shown in Figure 1 LEO orbit
geometry. Locations at a given elevation forms a
circle. It can be seen that the satellite range varies
from 600 km to 2831 km, and this corresponds to a
signal reduction of 13.5 dB between 0 an 90 degrees
elevation angles.

Figure 1 LEO orbit geometry

1.5 The vessel KV Svalbard mission
The Coastguard vessel KV Svalbard left mainland Norway for Svalbard and followed the ice edge to
Beaufort sea to reclaim sounding buoys deployed one year earlier. The actual route is shown in Fel!
Hittar inte referenskälla..

Figure 2 KV Svalbard voyage

The idea behind the planned setup during the voyage was to conduct tests related to information
transfer to remote sea areas. The Norwegian Coastal Administration (NCA) ambition is to improve onboard situational awareness and suggested to therefore to test AIS re-broadcasting using VDES and the
NorSat-2 satellite.
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1.6 The setup
To be able to conduct the setup in a fairly short period it was decided to reproduce a previously used
configuration that was used in an earlier voyage by CG Svalbard in 2020 to the North Pole. The system
setup is shown in Figure 3 AIS re-broadcasting system using VDES over NorSat-2.

Figure 3 AIS re-broadcasting system using VDES over NorSat-2

Regular AIS data received from all the Norwegian AIS satellites were received via the Vardø downlink
station owned by NCA.
AIS data from vessels North of 75N was filtered out and retransmitted on regular basis to CG Svalbard
via NorSat-2
A VDES data packet contained two AIS reports, and was transmitted every 0.8 s (50% duty cycle to
ensure AIS reception) as long as the ship elevation and the Svalbard Gateway elevation was higher than
5 degrees.
VDES downlink transmission would last for up to 8 minutes, 600 VDES data packets or 1200 AIS reports
was transmitted during a typical period. The number of vessels in the area above 75N is normally
limited, and the unique MMSIs was therefore typically quite small. Hence the content of the messages
would in most of the cases be duplicates.
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The NorSat-2 was remotely configured as a Digital Bent Pipe (DBP) with low latency (<4s) rather than the
normal Store And Forward (SAF) mode
which might be used to provide global
coverage.
Kongsberg Seatex installed their new VDES
transceiver on the vessel and the AIS
positions received were displayed on a
map on a computer installed on the bridge
of CG Svalbard. The NCA provided the
latest version of the MMSI data base
which was used onboard to extract vessel
Figure 4 Screenshot from onboard map
names and other information. See Figure
4 Screenshot from onboard map
The exposed equipment was installed in a waterproof Pelicase with a short cable to a standard whip
antenna mounted to the railing. This is shown in Figure 5 Ship installation.

Figure 5 Ship installation

1.7 Results
During the 43 days of transmission, data was received during 224 passes and a total of 35602 data
packets, each containing two AIS reports, were received. An average of 159 packets were received per
pass.
The route vs time is shown in Figure 27. It can be seen that it covered latitudes from 63 to 83 degrees N
and a significant time outside Inmarsat geo coverage. The longitude spanned 6E to 18E to 150W.
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Real time AIS data was transmitted from day 0 to day 21 and from day 37 to the end. Between day 21
and 37 dummy test data was transmitted, due to lost coverage.
The statistics of the passes is shown in Figure 6 Number of passes received per day. Normally data was
transmitted in up to 10 passes were transmitted per day. On 4 passes nothing was received, but on
average 5 passes were received successfully per day on the vessel.

Figure 6 Number of passes received per day

1.8 User feedback
During and after the test there has been limited feedback from users, except initially. This might be a
result in a gap in user expectation and the lack of user training in the onboard application.
Integrated updated map display and integrated AIS ship databases were expected. However detailed
maps were not available or very costly to transmit. Making use of the NCA AIS database was a separate
manual activity unexpected by the user onboard the vessel.
For future use of this satellite AIS re-broadcasting service or similar trial, user requirements should be
clearly defined when the bridge application software was developed.
Also, more thorough preparations and user training would be needed in future testing

1.9 Technical conclusions
A significant amount of data (36000 packets) from the Svalbard Gateway was delivered to CG Svalbard
during the test period using the VDES most robust waveform.
Both the number of daily passes and packets received per pass were around 50% of what could be
expected in a perfect situation. There are many possible causes for the loss detected, this could typically
include satellite antenna pointing, on-board interference and/or errors in the (mostly) manual satellite
operations.
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The test conducted showed in principle that the data transfer (to ships) in remote areas are very feasible
using AIS satellite with a VDES payload. However, further development and enhancement in the setup is
needed to achieve a satisfactory throughput to the receiving end.
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Using STM to increase BALTic Sea SAFEty
Making the Baltic Sea even safer by improving the situational awareness
on ships and shore, building tools that automate work and provide decision
support to prevent risk situations and accidents.
Making STM happen!
SAFETY - ENVIRONMENT - EFFICIENCY

Swedish Maritime Administration ◦ Fintraffic ◦ Estonian Transport Administration ◦ Norwegian
Coastal Administration ◦ RISE Research Institutes of Sweden ◦ DNV

www.stmbaltsafe.eu
www.stmvalidation.eu/projects/stmbaltsafe
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